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austria has begun building an anti-
migrant barrier across the brenner pass 
at the italian border. “the structure 
will be 250 metres long and will cover 
both the motorway and the main road,” 
Helmut tomac, the head of the police in 
the southern austrian state of tyrol was 
reported by La Stampa as saying. the 
guardrails of the motorway and main 
road are already being taken apart to 
make way for the barrier.

the unHCr has condemned the 
actions of Macedonian police, who 
reportedly fired tear gas and rubber 
bullets at crowds on greece’s side of the 
border Sunday. up to 12,000 refugees 
have slept in huts or in the open at 
the idomeni crossing since February, 
when several balkan nations shut their 
borders to them and cut off their route 
northward into Europe.
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the session began with a minute’s silence for the 32 people 
killed and 340 injured by the 22 March bomb attacks in 
brussels. parliament’s president Martin Schulz condemned 
the attacks as a cruel, inhuman and cynical attempt to 
infect Europeans with fear and hatred.

paris and berlin are pressing 
industrialised nations to pull together 
a common blacklist of territories that 
breach transparency standards, in the 
toughest government responses yet to 
the panama papers affair.

Wolfgang Schäuble, Germany’s finance 
minister, and Michel Sapin, his French 
counterpart, also emphasised the 
need for sharing and publishing the 
names of the ultimate beneficiaries of 
all corporate structures, including shell 
companies, trusts and foundations that 
can offer anonymity to their users.

the german and French governments 
launched their plans in separate 
initiatives on Monday as brussels 
prepares to announce proposals 
this week to force large Eu-based 
companies to disclose their annual 
financial results on a country-by-
country basis, including for offshore 
jurisdictions.

“We need full transparency worldwide,” 
Mr Schäuble said as he released a plan 
entitled “Fighting effectively against 
tax cheating, tax evasion and money 
laundering.” 

both Mr Schäuble and Mr Sapin, who 
have led the way on previous global 
financial transparency projects, such as 
the automatic exchange of information 
between banks, want to seize the 
opportunity created by the panama 
papers leak to force through further 
reforms. paris put panama back on its 
own blacklist last week after removing 
it in 2012 and plans in the coming weeks 
to publish a list of ultimate beneficiaries 
of trusts and foundations with assets or 
beneficiaries in France.

http://www.thelocal.it/20160411/austria-begins-building-anti-migrant-barrier-on-italy-boarder
http://www.dw.com/en/greece-unhcr-condemn-macedonia-tear-gas-at-idomeni/a-19178857
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/044cb1f2-fff1-11e5-9cc4-27926f2b110c.html#axzz45Z1HQYxS
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Italy’s financial industry has approved a government-backed plan to set up 
a rescue fund to help weaker banks. the atlante fund will be made up by 
private money, reportedly worth €5bn, and will buy up shares and bad debt 
in struggling banks. italy’s banking industry is saddled with some €360bn of 
bad debt, around a third of the eurozone’s total. investor concern over the 
strength of the industry has hit banking shares this year.

iTaly seTs up Bank rescue fund

read more
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A no confidence motion in the Maltese government will be debated in 
parliament all day on Monday following agreement reached in the House 
business Committee last evening. the debate starts at 9am and ends at 
10pm. the motion was presented by the opposition last week in the wake of 
the panama papers.

no confidence moTion To Be deBaTed 
all day on monday
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turkey’s ambassador in berlin on Sunday sent a diplomatic note to the 
Foreign Ministry requesting germany criminally prosecute comedian Jan 
böhmermann for reading a poem insulting turkish president recep tayyip 
Erdogan. While the german government defended freedom of expression in 
the case of the satirical song, angela Merkel criticized böhmermann poem as 
“deliberately offensive” and discussed the matter with turkish prime Minister 
ahmet davutoglu.

Turkey asks germany To prosecuTe 
comedian for insulTing erdogan

read more
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a new single framework for school schemes distributing fruits, vegetables 
and milk to schoolchildren will be operational as from august 2017 following 
yesterday decision by agriculture Ministers in the Council meeting in 
Luxembourg. Member States’ support comes after the positive vote by the 
European parliament of the proposal presented by the European Commission 
to make available for this purpose €250 million per year from the Eu budget.

green lighT for neW school scheme 
for fruiT, vegeTaBles and milk

read more

as negotiations between greece and its quartet of lenders dragged on into 
Monday night, prime Minister alexis tsipras again took aim at the international 
Monetary Fund for its “mistaken policies,” saying it was “time to get serious 
as the livelihoods of millions of people were at stake.” His remarks follow 
similar comments made by government officials last week to the effect that 
the iMF’s demands for more reforms were an obstacle to a deal.

Tsipras aiming for deBT relief BuT 
slams imf

read more
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http://www.bbc.com/news/business-36020628
http://www.timesofmalta.com/articles/view/20160411/local/no-confidence-motion-government-insists-debate-should-be-restricted-to.608545
http://www.dw.com/en/turkey-asks-germany-to-prosecute-comedian-for-insulting-erdogan/a-19177479
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEX-16-1342_en.htm?locale=en
http://www.ekathimerini.com/207817/article/ekathimerini/news/tsipras-aiming-for-debt-relief-but-slams-imf
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european parliamenT
• 8:30 the plenary session continues in Strasbourg. on the agenda: dEbatES: the 
situation in the Mediterranean and the need for a holistic Eu approach to migration 
(report by kashetu kyenge, S&d, and  roberta metsola, Epp),  Measures to alleviate 
the crisis in the European agriculture sector - oral question. 12:30 VotES followed 
by explanations of votes: products originating in certain aCp states (report by  
Jarosław Wałesa, Epp),  Fisheries partnership agreement with denmark and 
Greenland: fishing opportunities and financial contribution (recommendation by  
marco affronte, EFdd), Eu-Macao agreement on certain aspects of air services 
(recommendation by   dieter-lebrecht koch, Epp), Minimum standard rate of Vat 
(report by peter simon, S&d), agreement on strategic cooperation between brazil 
and Europol (report by claude moraes, S&d), request for waiver of the parliamentary 
immunity of hermann Winkler (report by angel dzhambazki, ECr), united nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea: fisheries aspects (report by norica nicolai, aLdE),  
breeding animals and their germinal products (report by michel dantin, Epp), the 
situation in the Mediterranean and the need for a holistic Eu approach to migration 
(report by kashetu kyenge, S&d, and  roberta metsola, Epp),  annual reports 2012-
2013 on subsidiarity and proportionality (report by sajjad karim, ECr), regulatory 
Fitness and performance programme (report by sylvia-yvonne kaufmann, S&d), 
towards improved single market regulation (report by  anneleen van Bossuyt, ECr), 
Learning Eu at school (report by  damian draghici, S&d), Erasmus+ and other tools 
to foster mobility in vocational education and training (report by ernest maragall, 
Greens/EFA), The EU role in the framework of international financial, monetary 
and regulatory institutions and bodies (report by sylvie goulard, aLdE),  Small-
scale coastal fishing in regions dependent on fishing (report by Ruža Tomaši, ECr), 
External dimension of the CFP, including fisheries agreements (report by  linnéa 
engström, greens/EFa). 15:00  dEbatES: Counterterrorism following the recent 
terrorist attacks - Council and Commission statements, Effectiveness of existing 
measures against tax evasion and money laundering in light of recent panama 
papers revelations - Council and Commission statements, decision adopted on 
public tax transparency - Commission statement, Main aspects and basic choices 
of the common foreign and security policy and the common security and defence 
policy (article 36 tEu) - statement by the Vice-president of the Commission/High 
representative of the union for Foreign affairs and Security policy, Situation in 
nagorno-Karabakh - statement by the Vice-president of the Commission/High 
representative of the union for Foreign affairs and Security policy, Eu-Cuba political 
and cooperation agreement - statement by the Vice-president of the Commission/
High representative of the union for Foreign affairs and Security policy.the Eu in 
a changing global environment - a more connected, contested and complex world 
(report by  sandra kalniete, Epp), implementation and review of the Eu-Central asia 
Strategy (report by Tamás meszerics, greens/EFa). 
• 8:30 President Schulz officially welcomes Manuel Valls, prime Minister of France.
• 13:00 an extraordinary conference of presidents with manuel valls, prime Minister 
of France.
• 11:15 committee on civil liberties, Justice and home affairs. on the agenda: 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data by 
competent authorities for the purposes of prevention, investigation, detection or 
prosecution of criminal offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and the free 
movement of such data (directive) (adoption of draft recommendation for second 
reading, rapporteur marju lauristin,  S&d),  protection of individuals with regard 
to the processing of personal data, and the free movement of such data (general 
data protection regulation) (adoption of draft recommendation for second reading, 
rapporteur Jan philipp albrecht, greens/EFa) (WiC - 200).

council of The european union
• an informal meeting of ministers and state secretaries for european affairs  
takes place in Scheepvaartmuseum, amsterdam, today. the participants will 
have two working sessions on issues that are vital for the functioning of the 
European union: the implementation of decisions by the European Council 

and the Multiannual Financial 
Framework.

european 
commission
• the European Commission 
selected 50 small and medium sized-
enterprises from 14 countries for the 
latest round of grant funding from the 
sme instrument of horizon 2020, the 
Eu’s framework programme for 
research and innovation. projects 
run by these companies will receive 
up to €2.5 million each to bring 
their newly designed products to 
the market, and projects related to 
health will receive up to €5 million.

Who When Where 
• 9:00 the netherlands Eu 
presidency  hosts a conference ”2016 
Bio economy utrecht 2016” (utrecht, 
rabobank).
• 9:15 the automotive intelligence 
centre forum: innovation in the 
automotive sector takes place 
in brussels (autoworld, parc du 
Cinquantenaire 11).
• 12:00 the Scientific Committee 
on Emerging and Newly Identified 
Health risks (SCEniHr) is organising 
a public hearing that aims to 
complement the public consultation on 
its preliminary opinionpdf on ‘Biological 
effects of ultraviolet radiation relevant 
to health with particular reference 
to sunbeds for cosmetic purposes’ 
(EuroForuM, rue robert Stumper 
10, Luxembourg).
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